Blackboard Classroom:
Real time student progress for administrators, teachers, students, and parents

Turn Your Blackboard Classroom Data into Action Instantly
Rich analytics and data visualization provide real-time insights to inform instruction at the student, class, and district levels. Improve student performance by identifying at risk students with the click of a button. Or schedule the data to arrive at your fingertips on a time table that works for you.

Turn learning performance data into action to improve the learning experience for everyone.

Administrators
Empower your district and schools with live dashboards and the ability to monitor student progress in real time. Enjoy the full power of Blackboard Classroom with the ability to identify at risk students, identify success, and share results instantly.

Teachers
Turn your class insights into action to boost student achievement. Mine valuable data available in Blackboard Classroom and see it on a single dashboard. Easy to use charts, graphs, widgets, and reports can be filtered and sorted with the data you need. Identify students who need help and immediately intervene.

Students and Parents
Get access to real time information on student progress: grades, class activity, assignments, and participation. Monitor your child’s proficiency and receive real time notifications on progress. Students are empowered to take ownership of their learning.
Blackboard Classroom Analytics

Instantly display your data with easy to read, visually appealing charts and graphs. Easily customize your reports and drill into the data. With over 100 reports and analytics, you have the power to track and analyze your students', classes', content, and district's activity and performance in real time. Your ability to report, evaluate, and take action is easier than ever before.

---

**TRACK RESULTS INSTANTLY**
Get to know your students and see their learning performance results instantly.

**COMPARE AND ANALYZE**
Examine your Blackboard Classroom data and see where you need to improve your learning process.

**MONITOR LEARNING PROCESS**
Administrators, teachers, students, and parents can monitor learner performance any time, any where.

**REPORTS ON TIME**
Schedule reflection you're your busy day. Receive reports when you want and need them with notifications.

**MAKE DECISIONS INSTANTLY**
Predict the learning progress of students by effectively comparing student data from multiple classes.

**SAFETY AS PRIORITY**
Your data is your data. Your reports are available upon real time requests and no data is stored outside Blackboard Classroom.